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Jesus' Son Sep 28 2019 "Jesus' Son "is a
visionary chronicle of dreamers, addicts, and
lost souls. These stories tell of spiraling grief
and trancendence, of rock bottom and
redemption, of getting lost an dfound and lost
again. The raw beauty and careening energy of
Denis Johnson's prose has earned this book a
place among the classics of twentieth-century
American literature.
Angels Jun 05 2020 Angels puts Jamie Mays--a
runaway wife toting along two kids--and Bill
Houston--ex-Navy man, ex-husband, ex-con--on
a Greyhound bus for a dark, wild ride cross
country. Driven by restless souls, bad booze,
and desperate needs, Jamie and Bill bounce
from bus stations to cheap hotels as they ply
the strange, fascinating, and dangerous fringe
of American life. Their tickets may say Phoenix,
but their inescapable destination is a last stop
marked by stunning violence and mindshattering surprise. Denis Johnson, known for
his portraits of America's dispossessed, sets off
literary pyrotechnics on this highway odyssey,
lighting the trek with wit and a personal
metaphysics that defiantly takes on the world.-Amazon.com.
The White Mirror Oct 10 2020 In The White
Mirror, the follow-up to Elsa Hart’s critically
acclaimed debut, Jade Dragon Mountain, Li Du,
an imperial librarian and former exile in 18th
century China, is now an independent traveler.
He is journeying with a trade caravan bound for
Lhasa when a detour brings them to a valley
hidden between mountain passes. On the icy
planks of a wooden bridge, a monk sits in
contemplation. Closer inspection reveals that
the monk is dead, apparently of a self-inflicted
wound. His robes are rent, revealing a strange
symbol painted on his chest. When the rain
turns to snow, the caravan is forced to seek
hospitality from the local lord while they wait
for the storm to pass. The dead monk, Li Du
soon learns, was a reclusive painter. According
to the family, his bizarre suicide is not
surprising, given his obsession with the demon
world. But Li Du is convinced that all is not as it
seems. Why did the caravan leader detour to
this particular valley? Why does the lord’s heir
sleep in the barn like a servant? And who is the
mysterious woman traveling through the
mountain wilds? Trapped in the snow,
surrounded by secrets and an unexplained grief
that haunts the manor, Li Du cannot distract
himself from memories he’s tried to leave
the-laughing-monsters-denis-johnson

behind. As he discovers irrefutable evidence of
the painter’s murder and pieces together the
dark circumstances of his death, Li Du must
face the reason he will not go home and,
ultimately, the reason why he must.
Jesus' Son Dec 24 2021 Eleven stories
narrated by a young recovering alcoholic,
whose dependency has led him to crime,
cruelty, and loss in the Midwest, depict the
disparity of emotions that constitute the
American experience.
The Caretaker Oct 29 2019 Who is the
caretaker hiding in the shadows of the Martha's
Vineyard mansions he tends? Back in India,
Ranjit Singh commanded an elite army squad.
But that was years ago, before his Army career
ended in dishonor, shattering his reputation.
Driven from his homeland, he is now a
caretaker on the exclusive resort island of
Martha's Vineyard, looking after the vacation
homes of the rich and powerful. One harsh
winter, faced with no other choice, he secretly
moves his family into the house of one of his
clients, an African-American Senator. Here, his
wife and daughter are happy, and he feels safe
for the first time in ages. But Ranjit's idyll is
shattered when mysterious men break into the
house. Pursued and hunted, Ranjit is forced to
enter the Senator's shadowy world, and his only
ally is Anna, the Senator's beautiful wife, who
has secrets of her own. Together, they uncover
a trail of deception that leads from the calm
shores of the Vineyard to countries half a world
away. And when his investigation stirs up long
forgotten events, the caretaker must finally
face the one careless decision that ruined his
life- and forced him to leave India. A gripping
tale of hidden histories, political intrigue and
dangerous attractions, A. X. Ahmad's The
Caretaker introduces a new hero for our times:
an immigrant caught between two worlds and a
man caught between two loves.
Here There Are Monsters Apr 03 2020 The
Blair Witch Project meets Imaginary Girls in
this story of sisterhood turned toxic, imaginary
monsters brought to life, and secrets that won't
stay buried. Sixteen-year-old Skye is done
playing the knight in shining armor for her
insufferable younger sister, Deirdre. And
moving across the country seems like the
perfect chance to start over as someone
different. In their isolated new neighborhood,
Skye manages to fit in, but Deirdre withdraws
from everyone, becoming fixated on the
swampy woods behind their house and building

monstrous sculptures out of sticks and bones.
Then Deirdre disappears. And when something
awful comes scratching at Skye's window in the
middle of the night, claiming Skye's the only
one who can save Deirdre, Skye knows she will
stop at nothing to bring her sister home.
A Colder War Jan 13 2021 Internationally
acclaimed as "a premier writer of espionage
thrillers" (USA Today), Charles Cumming is
"among the most skillful spy novelists"
(Washington Post) and "a worthy successor to
the masters...like John le Carré and Len
Deighton" (Chicago Sun-Times). Now, with A
COLDER WAR, Cumming returns with MI6
agent Tom Kell (A Foreign Country), in a tour
de force that will dazzle readers and critics
alike. A top-ranking Iranian military official is
blown up while trying to defect to the West. An
investigative journalist is arrested and
imprisoned for writing an article critical of the
Turkish government. An Iranian nuclear
scientist is assassinated on the streets of
Tehran. These three incidents, seemingly
unrelated, have one crucial link. Each of the
three had been recently recruited by Western
intelligence, before being removed or killed.
Then Paul Wallinger, MI6's most senior agent
in Turkey, dies in a puzzling plane crash.
Fearing the worst, MI6 bypasses the usual
protocol and brings disgraced agent Tom Kell
in from the cold to investigate. Kell soon
discovers what Wallinger had already begun to
suspect—that there's a mole somewhere in the
Western intelligence, a traitor who has been
systematically sabotaging scores of joint
intelligence operations in the Middle East.
This Is Not an Accident Mar 15 2021 From a
truly distinctive voice brimming with wicked
humor, tales of the little disasters that befall
and befuddle us April Wilder’s characters (some
normal, some less so) have this in common:
they are spiraling (or inching) toward selfdestruction. An almost poetic range of disasters
are sought out and savored in This Is Not an
Accident, from bad romance to iffy adoption
decisions to unsteady liaisons with animals and
dolls; from compulsive driving to compulsive
written correspondence with oneself. A house
sitter hides among poets in Salt Lake City after
his canine charge dies tragically. A grandma’s
boyfriend holds a backyard barbecue under
siege—with the kids as his pint-sized guards.
The world of these slightly off-center
individuals is similarly off by a few degrees. But
by the end, we realize it’s not as far off as we
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would like to think: this is modern American
life. What Wilder captures is not a dark side,
but rather the side we all know well and hide
from others, and ourselves. In the tradition of
Wells Tower and Jim Shepard, This Is Not an
Accident signals a bold new voice and delivers
the kind of insanely incisive moments only a
master of the human condition can conjure.
The Visiting Privilege Aug 20 2021 The
legendary writer’s definitive story collection,
and a literary event of the highest order
"Powerful, important, compassionate, and full
of dark humor. This is a book that will be
reread with admiration and love many times
over.” —Vanity Fair Joy Williams has been
celebrated as a master of the short story for
four decades, her renown passing as a given
from one generation to the next even in the
shifting landscape of contemporary writing. At
long last the incredible scope of her singular
achievement is put on display: thirty-three
stories drawn from three much-lauded
collections, and another thirteen appearing
here for the first time in book form. Forty-six
stories in all, far and away the most
comprehensive volume in her long career,
showcasing her crisp, elegant prose, her dark
wit, and her uncanny ability to illuminate our
world through characters and situations that
feel at once peculiar and foreign and
disturbingly familiar. Virtually all American
writers have their favorite Joy Williams stories,
as do many readers of all ages, and each one of
them is available here.
Small Treasons Mar 03 2020 With writing that
is both devastating and tender, Mark Powell
brings his acclaimed eye to an American
marriage on the verge of rupture, spinning an
all-too-current tale of the world we live in and
the world we fear—and how we may not be able
to tell the two apart—perfect for fans of Adam
Johnson’s Fortune Smiles and Denis Johnson’s
The Laughing Monsters. Tess Maynard is
coming apart. At home with her three young
children in her husband’s Georgia hometown,
people keep asking if she’s depressed, if she
and John are okay. Secretly, she’s becoming
obsessed with the war on terror—an ISIS
beheading video in particular. Something about
the victim’s captivity on the computer screen
resonates with her. Something inside of her
demands endless prayers for a world gone mad.
The carefully constructed life of her husband is
likewise beginning to unravel. Now a college
counselor, John’s former life bears persistently
into the present. Once a contractor at a CIA
black site that interrogated suspected
terrorists—and one innocent civilian—he is
given a choice by the Justice Department:
either help with a problem in the homeland, or
they investigate. Forced by an old colleague to
spy on a new one, John’s experiences abroad
come home to roost in Georgia. For his wife, for
his family, he goes along with the game. But
just as he and Tess work to salvage their life
together, the world comes between them in the
form of a young man slowly being radicalized
by the professor John is reporting on. In a
moment Tess imagined and never wanted to
see, the intersection of their three lives is as
devastating as the bomber’s explosion of hate
and metal, and as inevitable as the battle
between powers great and personal.
Train Dreams Feb 23 2022 A New York Times
Notable Book for 2011 One of The Economist's
the-laughing-monsters-denis-johnson

2011 Books of the Year One of NPR's 10 Best
Novels of 2011 Denis Johnson's Train Dreams is
an epic in miniature, one of his most evocative
and poignant fictions. Robert Grainer is a day
laborer in the American West at the start of the
twentieth century—an ordinary man in
extraordinary times. Buffeted by the loss of his
family, Grainer struggles to make sense of this
strange new world. As his story unfolds, we
witness both his shocking personal defeats and
the radical changes that transform America in
his lifetime. Suffused with the history and
landscapes of the American West—its
otherworldly flora and fauna, its rugged loggers
and bridge builders—the new novella by the
National Book Award-winning author of Tree of
Smoke captures the disappearance of a
distinctly American way of life.
Monsterland Aug 27 2019 Previously
published as North American Lake Monsters.
Monsterland is a new anthology TV series from
Hulu based on Nathan Ballingrud’s striking,
bleak, and luminous debut collection, starring
Kaitlyn Dever, Kelly Marie Tran, Jonathan
Tucker, and Taylor Schilling, and more.
Ballingrud’s Shirley Jackson Award winning
collection of gothic and uncanny stories
investigates the loneliest and darkest corners of
contemporary American life. Ballingrud’s
stories are love stories. They’re also monster
stories. Sometimes the monsters collected here
are vampires or werewolves. Sometimes they
wear the faces of parents, lovers, brothers, exwives—or the faces we see in our mirrors. The
people in these stories, ex-cons, single parents,
unemployed laborers, kids seduced by
extremism, are stranded by life, driven to
desperate acts by love and a longing for
connection. Sometimes they’re ruined;
sometimes redeemed. They are always
recognizably, wonderfully, terrifyingly human,
even at their most monstrous.
The Road May 17 2021 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER
PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about
a father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of
survival and the miracle of goodness only adds
to McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's
gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful"
(San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son
walk alone through burned America. Nothing
moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on
the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and
when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark.
Their destination is the coast, although they
don't know what, if anything, awaits them
there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend
themselves against the lawless bands that stalk
the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of
scavenged food—and each other. The Road is
the profoundly moving story of a journey. It
boldly imagines a future in which no hope
remains, but in which the father and his son,
"each the other's world entire," are sustained
by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it
is an unflinching meditation on the worst and
the best that we are capable of: ultimate
destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the
tenderness that keeps two people alive in the
face of total devastation. Look for Cormac
McCarthy's new novel, The Passenger.
Shoppers Jul 27 2019 "Perfection is not the
basis of what I'm talking about," says a member
of the Cassandra family, which forms the center
of Denis Johnson's plays, Hellhound on My Trail

and Shoppers Carried by Escalators Into the
Flames. The character could be speaking for his
creator, because human imperfection is one of
Denis Johnson's specialties -- in his critically
acclaimed novels, short stories, and nonfiction,
and, now, in two brilliant new plays. These two
works present a dramatized field guide to some
of the more dysfunctional and dysphoric
inhabitants of the American West: a sexualmisconduct investigator who misconducts
herself sexually; a renegade Jehovah's Witness
who supports his splinter Jehovean group by
dealing drugs; the Cassandra Brothers and
their father and their grandmother, thrown
together at a family reunion/wedding/melee at
their shabby homestead in Ukiah, California.
When Shoppers Carried by Escalators Into the
Flames was performed in San Francisco in
2001, the Chronicle said, "There's an enormous
appeal in Johnson's bleak-comic vision of a
semi-mythic American West." That appeal
derives from the author's perfect vision of
imperfection, embodied with such energy and
courage in these marvelous pieces of theatre.
Mentors, Muses & Monsters Apr 15 2021 Thirty
writers look back at the the people, events, and
books that launched their literary lives.
The Laughing Monsters Sep 01 2022 ‘In this
land of chaos and despair, all I can do is wish
for magic armour and the power to disappear.’
Freetown, Sierra Leone. A city of heat and dirt,
of guns and militia. Alone in its crowded
streets, Captain Roland Nair has been given a
single assignment. He must find Michael Adriko
– maverick, warrior, and the man who has
saved Nair's life three times and risked it many
more. The two men have schemed, fought and
profited together in the most hostile regions of
the world. But on this new level – espionage,
state secrets, treason – their loyalties will be
tested to the limit. This is a brutal journey
through a land abandoned by the future – a
journey that will lead them to meet themselves
not in a new light, but in a new darkness.
Angels Dec 12 2020 ‘A dazzling and savage
first novel’ New York Times Angels tells the
story of two born losers. Jamie has ditched her
husband and is running away with her two baby
girls. Bill is dreaming of making it big in a life
of crime. They meet on a Greyhound bus and
decide to team up. So begins a stunning, tragic
odyssey through the dark underbelly of America
– the bars, bus stations, mental wards and
prisons that play host to Jamie and Bill as they
find themselves trapped in a downward spiral
though rape, alcohol, drugs and crime, to
madness and death. From the author of Tree of
Smoke, winner of the National Book Award for
Fiction
Cool for America Feb 11 2021 Expanding the
world of his classic-in-the-making debut novel
Early Work, Andrew Martin’s Cool for America
is a hilarious collection of overlapping stories
that explores the dark zone between artistic
ambition and its achievement The collection is
bookended by the misadventures of Leslie, a
young woman (first introduced in Early Work)
who moves from New York to Missoula,
Montana to try to draw herself out of a
lingering depression, and, over the course of
the book, gains painful insight into herself
through a series of intense friendships and
relationships. Other stories follow young men
and women, alone and in couples, pushing hard
against, and often crashing into, the limits of
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their abilities as writers and partners. In one
story, two New Jersey siblings with substanceabuse problems relapse together on Christmas
Eve; in another, a young couple tries to make
sense of an increasingly unhinged veterinarian
who seems to be tapping, deliberately or
otherwise, into the unspoken troubles between
them. In tales about characters as they age
from punk shows and benders to book clubs
and art museums, the promise of community
acts—at least temporarily—as a stay against
despair. Running throughout Cool for America
is the characters’ yearning for transcendence
through art: the hope that, maybe, the perfect,
or even just the good-enough sentence, can
finally make things right.
Black Light Nov 30 2019 'The stories in Black
Light are grimy and weird, surprising, utterly
lush... I loved every moment of this book.'
Carmen Maria Machado, author of Her Body
and Other Parties _____________________ A black
light illuminates that which the eye doesn't see,
uncovering what is hidden in plain sight. In this
raw, compassionate, debut collection Kimberly
King Parsons casts light onto the weird, the
intimate, the eerie and the sublimely beautiful
with unflinching gaze and ferocious eloquence.
Over twelve crackling stories, each a glorious
escape hatch, she captures the bright ache of
first love, the claustrophobic shadows of desire,
the obsessive nature of friendship and the
rapturous pull of taboo. Filled with a frenetic
longing for connection, her reckless yet
resilient heroines exhilarate and charm as they
pursue the promise of elsewhere. With
psychedelic energy and deep humanity, Black
Light chews over the messiness of being alive,
the unsteadiness of hope and the ecstasies of
coming of age.
Frieda's Song Jan 31 2020 Frieda's Song, a
novel, is inspired by renowned psychiatrist
Frieda Fromm-Reichmann. Fleeing Nazi
Germany in 1935, she came to the Chestnut
Lodge Sanatorium in Rockville, Maryland.
Frieda worked there for the rest of her life,
establishing the Lodge's reputation for
innovative treatment of mental illness, dying in
her custom-built cottage on the grounds under
mysterious circumstances in 1957. Decades
later, psychotherapist Eliza Kline and her
teenage son Nick live in Frieda's Cottage, next
door to the closed and abandoned hospital. As
told by Frieda, Eliza, and Nick, the novel
explores the tension between love and work,
the strength and limits of relationship, and
what healers must do to heal themselves.
Frieda's Song is a tale of the way history and
chance, and the work and people we love,
shape our lives-and how the past is always
present, haunting us.
Car Crash While Hitchhiking and
Emergency Nov 10 2020 Car Crash While
Hitchhiking is a story by Denis Johnson, a
writer with a "dazzling gift for poetic language,
[a] natural instinct for metaphor and wordplay”
(The New York Times)...
The Laughing Monsters Jun 25 2019
Freetown, Sierra Leone. A city of heat and dirt,
of guns and militia, where suspicion has
become the law. Alone in its crowded streets,
Captain Roland Nair has been given a single
assignment. He must find Michael Adriko,
maverick and warrior - also the man who has
saved Nair's life three times, but risked it many
more ... The two have schemed, fought and
the-laughing-monsters-denis-johnson

profited together in the most hostile regions of
the world. But on this new level - that of
espionage, state secrets and treason - their
loyalties will be tested to the limit.
The War of the Worlds Aug 08 2020 When a
meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know
what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and
begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes
clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers
converge on the scene to ward off the invaders,
but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on
Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks
out across England, the locals must fight for
their lives, but life on Earth will never be the
same. This is an unabridged version of one of
the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial
invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction
novel was first published in book form in 1898,
and is considered a classic of English literature.
Resuscitation of a Hanged Man Mar 27 2022
Resuscitation of a Hanged Man is Denis
Johnson's most fully realized novel to date, an
enthralling and shattering reading experience,
which probes the mysteries of faith, hope and
love.
The Laughing Monsters Nov 03 2022 Denis
Johnson's New York Times bestseller, The
Laughing Monsters, is a high-suspense tale of
kaleidoscoping loyalties in the post-9/11 world
that shows one of our great novelists at the top
of his game. Roland Nair calls himself
Scandinavian but travels on a U.S. passport.
After ten years' absence, he returns to
Freetown, Sierra Leone, to reunite with his
friend Michael Adriko. They once made a lot of
money here during the country's civil war, and,
curious to see whether good luck will strike
twice in the same place, Nair has allowed
himself to be drawn back to a region he
considers hopeless. Adriko is an African who
styles himself a soldier of fortune and who
claims to have served, at various times, the
Ghanaian army, the Kuwaiti Emiri Guard, and
the American Green Berets. He's probably
broke now, but he remains, at thirty-six, as
stirred by his own doubtful schemes as he was
a decade ago. Although Nair believes some kind
of money-making plan lies at the back of it all,
Adriko's stated reason for inviting his friend to
Freetown is for Nair to meet Adriko's fiancée, a
grad student from Colorado named Davidia.
Together the three set out to visit Adriko's clan
in the Uganda-Congo borderland—but each of
these travelers is keeping secrets from the
others. Their journey through a land abandoned
by the future leads Nair, Adriko, and Davidia to
meet themselves not in a new light, but rather
in a new darkness.
North American Lake Monsters Jan 25 2022
Nathan Ballingrud's Shirley Jackson Award
winning debut collection is a shattering and
luminous experience not to be missed by those
who love to explore the darker parts of the
human psyche. Monsters, real and imagined,
external and internal, are the subject. They are
us and we are them and Ballingrud's intense
focus makes these stories incredibly intense
and irresistible. These are love stories. And also
monster stories. Sometimes these are monsters
in their traditional guises, sometimes they wear
the faces of parents, lovers, or ourselves. The
often working-class people in these stories are
driven to extremes by love. Sometimes, they are
ruined; sometimes redeemed. All are faced with
the loneliest corners of themselves and strive to

find an escape. Nathan Ballingrud was born in
Massachusetts but has spent most of his life in
the South. He worked as a bartender in New
Orleans and New York City and a cook on
offshore oil rigs. His story "The Monsters of
Heaven" won the inaugural Shirley Jackson
Award. He lives in Asheville, North Carolina,
with his daughter.
The Largesse of the Sea Maiden Jun 29 2022
Twenty-five years after Jesus’ Son, a haunting
new collection of short stories on mortality and
transcendence, from National Book Award
winner and two-time Pulitzer Prize finalist
Denis Johnson NATIONAL BESTSELLER •
NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY Dwight Garner, The New York
Times • Maureen Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air •
Chicago Tribune • Newsday • New York • AV
Club • Publishers Weekly “Ranks with the best
fiction published by any American writer during
this short century.”—New York “A posthumous
masterpiece.”—Entertainment Weekly NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The New York Times Book Review • The
Washington Post • NPR • The Boston Globe •
New York Public Library • Kirkus Reviews •
Bloomberg The Largesse of the Sea Maiden is
the long-awaited new story collection from
Denis Johnson. Written in the luminous prose
that made him one of the most beloved and
important writers of his generation, this
collection finds Johnson in new territory,
contemplating the ghosts of the past and the
elusive and unexpected ways the mysteries of
the universe assert themselves. Finished
shortly before Johnson’s death, this collection is
the last word from a writer whose work will live
on for many years to come. Praise for The
Largesse of the Sea Maiden “An instant
classic.”—Newsday “Exceptional luminosity . . .
hits a powerful vein.”—The New York Times
Book Review “Grace and oblivion are
inextricably yoked in these transcendent
stories. . . . [Johnson’s] gift is to extract the
beauty in all that brokenness.”—The Wall
Street Journal “Nobody ever wrote like Denis
Johnson. Nobody ever came close. . . . We’re
just left with this miraculous book, these
perfect stories, the last words from one of the
world’s greatest writers.”—NPR
The Last Taxi Driver Jul 07 2020 A Kirkus Best
Book of 2020 “A wild, funny, poetic fever dream
that will change the way you think about
America.” —George Saunders Hailed by George
Saunders as “a true original—a wise and wildly
talented writer,” Lee Durkee takes readers on a
high-stakes cab ride through an unforgettable
shift. Meet Lou—a lapsed novelist, struggling
Buddhist, and UFO fan—who drives for a
ramshackle taxi company that operates on the
outskirts of a north Mississippi college town.
With Uber moving into town and his way of life
vanishing, his girlfriend moving out, and his
archenemy dispatcher suddenly returning to
town on the lam, Lou must finish his bedlam
shift by aiding and abetting the host of criminal
misfits haunting the back seat of his
disintegrating Town Car. Lou is forced to
decide how much he can take as a driver, and
whether keeping his job is worth madness and
heartbreak. Shedding nuts and bolts, The Last
Taxi Driver careens through highways and back
roads, from Mississippi to Memphis, as Lou
becomes increasingly somnambulant and his
fares increasingly eccentric. Equal parts
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Bukowski and Portis, Durkee’s darkly comic
novel is a feverish, hilarious, and gritty look at
a forgotten America and a man at life’s
crossroads.
Guardian Angels and Other Monsters Jan 01
2020 From the New York Times bestselling
author of Robopocalypse comes a fascinating
and fantastic collection that explores complex
emotional and intellectual landscapes at the
intersection of artificial intelligence and human
life. A VINTAGE BOOKS ORIGINAL. In "All
Kinds of Proof," a down-and-out drunk makes
the unlikeliest of friends when he is hired to
train a mail-carrying robot; in "Blood Memory,"
a mother confronts the dangerous reality that
her daughter will never assimilate in this world
after she was the first child born through a
teleportation device; in "The Blue Afternoon
That Lasted Forever," a physicist rushes home
to be with his daughter after he hears reports
of an atmospheric anomaly which he knows to
be a sign of the end of the earth; in "Miss
Gloria," a robot comes back to life in many
different forms in a quest to save a young girl.
Guardian Angels and Other Monsters displays
the depth and breadth of Daniel H. Wilson's
vision and examines how artificial intelligence
both saves and destroys humanity.
Already Dead Jul 19 2021 A contemporary
noir, Already Dead is the tangled story of
Nelson Fairchild Jr., disenfranchised scion to a
northern California land fortune. A relentless
failure, Nelson has botched nearly every
scheme he's attempted to pull off. Now his
future lies in a potentially profitable marijuana
patch hidden in the lush old-growth redwoods
on the family land. Nelson has some serious
problems. His marriage has fallen apart, and he
may lose his land, cash and crop in the divorce.
What's more, in need of some quick cash, he
had foolishly agreed to smuggle $90,000 worth
of cocaine through customs for Harry Lally, a
major player in a drug syndicate. Chickening
out just before bringing the drugs through, he
flushed the powder. Now Lally wants him dead,
and two goons are hot on his trail. Desperate,
terrified and alone, for Nelson, there may be
only one way out. This is Denis Johnson's
biggest and most complex book to date, and it
perfectly showcases his signature themes of
fate, redemption and the unraveling of the
fabric of today's society. Already Dead, with its
masterful narrative of overlapping and
entwined stories, will further fuel the acclaim
that surrounds one of today's most fascinating
writers.
The Monster Realm - Ingram May 05 2020
Searching for her lost sister, Lillian finds a lost
world ... Lillian and her best friends, Maisy and
Katy, meet a mysterious boy from Lanodeka,
the Monster Realm. Facing chimeras, griffins,
dragons and even Medusa herself, Lillian tracks
her sister through a mythical land-and along
the way uncovers an ancient secret that could
change the world forever. Nara Duffie
completed The Monster Realm 11 days before
her 11th birthday. This is her first novel.
The Name of the World Sep 20 2021 The
acclaimed author of Jesus' Son and Already
Dead returns with a beautiful, haunting, and
darkly comic novel. The Name of the World is a
mesmerizing portrait of a professor at a
Midwestern university who has been patient in
his grief after an accident takes the lives of his
wife and child and has permitted that grief to
the-laughing-monsters-denis-johnson

enlarge him. Michael Reed is living a
posthumous life. In spite of outward
appearances -- he holds a respectable
university teaching position; he is an articulate
and attractive addition to local social life -- he's
a dead man walking. Nothing can touch Reed,
nothing can move him, although he observes
with a mordant clarity the lives whirling
vigorously around him. Of his recent
bereavement, nearly four years earlier, he
observes, "I'm speaking as I'd speak of a
change in the earth's climate, or the recent
war." Facing the unwelcome end of his
temporary stint at the university, Reed finds
himself forced "to act like somebody who cares
what happens to him. " Tentatively he begins to
let himself make contact with a host of
characters in this small academic town, souls
who seem to have in common a tentativeness of
their own. In this atmosphere characterized, as
he says, "by cynicism, occasional brilliance, and
small, polite terror," he manages, against all his
expectations, to find people to light his way
through his private labyrinth. Elegant and
incisively observed, The Name of the World is
Johnson at his best: poignant yet
unsentimental, replete with the visionary
imaginative detail for which his work is known.
Here is a tour de force by one of the most
astonishing writers at work today.
Nobody Move Apr 27 2022 From the National
Book Award–winning, bestselling author of Tree
of Smoke comes a provocative thriller set in the
American West. Nobody Move, which first
appeared in the pages of Playboy, is the story of
an assortment of lowlifes in Bakersfield,
California, and their cat-and-mouse game over
$2.3 million. Touched by echoes of Raymond
Chandler and Dashiell Hammett, Nobody Move
is at once an homage to and a variation on
literary form. It salutes one of our most
enduring and popular genres—the American
crime novel—but with a grisly humor and
outrageousness that are Denis Johnson's own.
Sexy, suspenseful, and above all entertaining,
Nobody Move shows one of our greatest
novelists at his versatile best.
The Laughing Monsters Jul 31 2022 "A
literary spy thriller set in Africa, where an
intelligence agent is caught up in a get rich
quick scheme"-Fiskadoro May 29 2022 Hailed by the New
York Times as "wildly ambitious" and "the sort
of book that a young Herman Melville might
have written had he lived today and studied
such disparate works as the Bible, 'The
Wasteland,' Fahrenheit 451, and Dog Soldiers,
screened Star Wars and Apocalypse Now
several times, dropped a lot of acid and listened
to hours of Jimi Hendrix and the Rolling
Stones," Fiskadoro is a stunning novel of an alltoo-possible tomorrow. Deeply moving and
provacative, Fiskadoro brilliantly presents the
sweeping and heartbreaking tale of the
survivors of a devastating nuclear war and their
attempts to breaking tale of the survivors of a
devastating nuclear war and their attempts to
salvage remnants of the old world and rebuild
their culture.
The Laughing Monsters Oct 02 2022 Roland
Nair calls himself Scandinavian but travels on a
U.S. passport. After ten years’ absence, he
returns to Freetown, the capital of Sierra
Leone, to reunite with his friend Michael
Adriko. They once made a lot of money here

during the country’s civil war, and, curious to
see whether good luck will strike twice in the
same place, Nair allows himself to be drawn
back to a region he considers hopeless. Adriko
is an African who styles himself a soldier of
fortune and who claims to have served, at
various times, the Ghanaian Army, the Kuwaiti
Emiri Guard, and the American Green Berets.
He’s probably broke now, but he remains, at
thirty-six, as stirred by his own doubtful
schemes as he was a decade ago. Although Nair
believes some kind of money-making plan lies
at the back of it all, Michael’s stated reason for
inviting his friend to Freetown is that Nair
should meet Michael’s fiancee, a college girl
named Davidia from Colorado. Together the
three set out to visit Michael’s clan in the
Uganda-Congo borderland—but each of these
travellers is keeping secrets from the others.
Shadowed by Interpol, the Mossad, and MI-6,
Nair gets mired in lust and betrayal in a
landscape of frighteningly casual violence as he
travels with Adriko and Davidia, gets smuggled
into a war zone, kidnapped by the Congo Army,
and terrorized by a self-proclaimed god ruling
over a dying village. Their journey through a
land abandoned by the future leads Adriko,
Nair and Davidia to meet themselves not in a
new light, but rather in a new darkness. A highsuspense tale of kaleidoscoping loyalties in the
post-9/11 world, The Laughing Monsters shows
one of our great novelists at the top of his
game.
The Drifter Jun 17 2021 The first explosive
thriller featuring Peter Ash, a veteran who finds
that the demons of war aren’t easily left
behind... “Lots of characters get compared to
my own Jack Reacher, but Petrie’s Peter Ash is
the real deal.”—Lee Child Peter Ash came home
from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with only
one souvenir: what he calls his “white static,”
the buzzing claustrophobia due to posttraumatic stress that has driven him to spend a
year roaming in nature, sleeping under the
stars. But when a friend from the Marines
commits suicide, Ash returns to civilization to
help the man’s widow with some home repairs.
Under her dilapidated porch, he finds more
than he bargained for: the largest, ugliest,
meanest dog he’s ever encountered...and a
Samsonite suitcase stuffed with cash and
explosives. As Ash begins to investigate this
unexpected discovery, he finds himself at the
center of a plot that is far larger than he could
have imagined...and it may lead straight back to
the world he thought he’d left for good.
The Shadow of the Empire Sep 08 2020
'Brilliant' –Publishers Weekly Starred Review
The legendary Judge Dee Renjie investigates a
high-profile murder case in this intriguing
companion novel to Inspector Chen and the
Private Kitchen Murder set in seventh-century
China. Judge Dee Renjie, Empress Wu's newly
appointed Imperial Circuit Supervisor for the
Tang Empire, is visiting provinces surrounding
the grand capital of Chang'an. One night a
knife is thrown through his window with a
cryptic note attached: 'A high-flying dragon will
have something to regret!' Minutes after the
ominous warning appears, Judge Dee is
approached by an emissary of Internal Minister
Wu, Empress Wu's nephew. Minister Wu wants
Judge Dee to investigate a high-profile murder
supposedly committed by the well-known
poetess and courtesan, Xuanji, who locals
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believe is possessed by the spirit of a black fox.
Why is Minister Wu interested in Xuanji?
Despite Xuanji confessing to the murder, is
there more to the case than first appears? With
the mysterious warning and a fierce power
struggle playing out at the imperial court,
Judge Dee knows he must tread carefully . . .
Tree of Smoke Nov 22 2021 The lives of Skip
Sands, a spy-in-training engaged in
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psychological operations against the Vietcong,
and brothers Bill and James Houston, young
men who drift out of the Arizona desert into a
war, intertwine in a compelling novel of
America during the Vietnam War.
The Stars at Noon Oct 22 2021 Set in
Nicaragua in 1984, The Stars at Noon is a story
of passion, fear, and betrayal told in the voice
of an American woman whose mission in

Central America is as shadowy as her
surroundings. Is she a reporter for an American
magazine as she sometimes claims, or a contact
person for Eyes of Peace? And who is the rough
English businessman with whom she becomes
involved? As the two foreigners become
entangled in increasingly sinister plots, Denis
Johnson masterfully dramatizes a powerful
vision of spiritual bereavement and corruption.
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